Participants for the symposium were largely selected because of work they had already done that addressed some of the themes we hoped to pursue at the conference. In reviewing their written works, we discovered that we had compiled a rich bibliography of work on human rights and culture that might be useful both to understand better the perspectives of the participants and to serve as a multidisciplinary resource on the subject. We have reproduced it below.

Antony Anghie


Srinivas Aravamudan


— *The Unity of the Representer: Reading Leviathan Against the Grain*, 104 South Atlantic Quarterly 631 (2005).

— *Carl Schmitt’s Nomos of the Earth: Four Corrollaries*, 104 South Atlantic Quarterly 228 (2005).


Gaurav Desai


† Head of Faculty and Research Services, Jamail Center for Legal Research, Tarlton Law Library, The University of Texas School of Law in Austin, Texas.

‡ W. H. Francis, Jr. Professor in Law and Director, Bernard and Audre Rapoport Center for Human Rights and Justice, The University of Texas School of Law in Austin, Texas.
Karen Engle


Florian Hoffman


Derek Jinks


David Kennedy


Ranjana Khanna


Gregor Noll


Charles Piot


—  *Anthropology After Area Studies*, in Beyond a Boundary: Area, Ethnic/Race and Gender Studies and the “New” Global Imperative (Jean Allman & David Roediger, forthcoming).

—  *Representing Africa in the Kasinga Asylum Case*, in Female Circumcision: Multicultural Perspectives (Rogaia Mustafa Abusharaf ed., 2006).


Balakrishnan Rajagopal


Philippe Sands


Surakiart Sathirathai

— Deputy Prime Minister of Thailand, Address on the Occasion of the 60th Anniversary of the United Nations (Oct. 24, 2005).

Shannon Speed


Gerald Torres

— The Legacy of Conquest and Discovery: Meditations on Ethnicity, Race, and American Politics, in Borderless Borders: U.S. Latinos, Latin Americans, and the Paradox of Interdependence (Frank Bonilla et al. eds., 1998).